
 
   
  
  
 

AUDITORIA SMARTFLOW SKILLS 

Why You Need Auditoria SmartFlow Skills  
Auditoria’s AI-powered Automation transforms your 
finance back office. It improves accuracy and accelerates 
decision making delivering key insights in minutes, while 
minimizing errors in executing important business tasks.   

Auditoria enables you to achieve audit readiness with 
insights that alert you to audit and accounting infractions. 

Who We Are 
An industry pioneer, Auditoria delivers AI-powered 
Automation to increases the speed, accuracy, resiliency, and 
productivity of Finance teams. Its flagship offering, Auditoria 
SmartFlow Skills, leverages natural language processing, 
artificial intelligence, and machine learning to remove friction 
and repetition, automate finance back office business 
processes, and deliver cutting-edge real-time predictive 
analytics to enterprise Finance, Accounting, and Audit teams. 

How We Extend NetSuite 
Auditoria builds on top of NetSuite’s industry leading ERP Financials Applications to deliver Cognitive 
AI-driven Automation for the modern Finance back office. Using NetSuite’s modern APIs, Auditoria 
offers a frictionless SaaS deployment that is up and running in minutes. With Auditoria, NetSuite 
customers supercharge their ERP deployments with streamlined automation, innovative 
recommendation analytics, and simplified audit governance. 

Features 
• Automate: Using powerful NLP, RPA, and 

ML techniques, Auditoria automates routine 
tasks like vendor onboarding and activation, 
managing vendor tax forms, conducting 
invoice accruals, and more. 
 

• Analyze: By applying powerful ML 
algorithms to both structured and 
unstructured data, Auditoria uncovers hard-
to-spot trends, organically learns from 
reams of data, and streamlines areas such 
as cash flow forecasting with precision 
accuracy.  
 

• Audit: Using modern AI-powered optical 
character recognition (OCR) and natural 
language understanding (NLU), Auditoria 
reads, matches, stores, and processes 
evidentiary data faster and more completely 
than traditional techniques. 

 

Benefits 
• Reduce rework, manual tasks, and 

record verification time by up to 
50%, gaining up to 8 hours per 
month per employee in lost time. 
 

• Deliver practical recommendations 
in minutes—not days or weeks—
and achieve better business 
outcomes. 
 

• Collaborate with internal and 
external stakeholders such as 
Suppliers, Customers, and Auditors 
to accelerate decision making. 
 
Make your company Audit ready 
with fast, easy access to evidentiary 
data while reducing significant 
monthly costs. 

A.I. and automation-enabled ERPs are the catalysts of digital transformation 
with an enterprise. CFOs should harness the data and processes within the ERP 

system to redefine the future of work and reshape the finance organization. 

- Nisha Bhandare Senior Director, Analyst, Research, Gartner 

 

Lastly, Auditoria streamlines your shared services costs by at least 35% over three years, while 
allowing you to get more done and moving your business to an intelligent digital automation 
infrastructure. 


